SECRET 0508492

DIR CITE WAVE 6745

RYBAT TYPIC YOBITE ANTRUNK

REF A. WAVE 6313 (IN 4/6761)
B. WAVE 6314 (IN 4/6767)

1. OP ANTRUNK X POSTPONED TO LATE JANUARY SINCE ANTRUNK/X HAS NOT RETURNED FROM REF TRIP. ANTRUNK/X ALONG WITH ANTRUNK/S (FORMER GUIDE WHO TERMINATED MID-63) AND 3RD PERSON LEFT WAVE AREA 21 DEC 64 FOR ANTRUNK INFIL AREA THERE FROM HAVANA TO RESCUE JOSE (VASQUEZ) HERCY AND 5 OTHERS WHO IN HIDE AT HOME IDEN A. NHCE/14 RCVD INFO FROM BOTH WIFE A/S AND IDEN B THAT FUNDS FOR OPERATION PROVIDED BY ANFAUNA/S OSTEINLY FROM KUBARK. ANFAUNA/S IS ACSI SOURCE NO. 188 INDER WHOSE NET VASQUEZ WORKED UNTIL A/S EXFILTED BY ANTRUNKS SEP 63.

2. ACCORDING WIFE A/S TRIP PLANNED FOR ONE WEEK DURATION BUT NO WORD YET RCVD FROM AXO TO EXPLAIN DELAY. A/S WIFE STATES A/S PLANNED CONTACT ANTRUNK/15 AND 18 TO ARRANGE TRANSPORTATION TO HAVANA. A/S INTENDED NOTIFY HIS WIFE BY OPEN CODE COMMERCIAL CABLE UPON SAFE ARRIVAL HAVANA AND ALSO PRIOR EXFIL. ON 36 DEC, WIFE A/S STATES, ANFAUNA/S TELEPHONED IDEN A IN HAVANA. REPORTEDLY VASQUEZ HIMSELF ANSWERED PHONE AND STATED A/S HAD NOT YET ARRIVED. AS OF 4 JAN.
A/9 WIFE HAS RECEIVED NO WORD FROM HAVANA. WAVE SOURCES TURNED UP INFO RE A/9.

3. ON 27 DEC I/DEN C CALLED HER DAUGHTER IDENTIFIED IN HAVANA TO PASS CRYPTOGRAMS TO COUSIN AMICE/14 TO EFFECT THAT ANTRUNK/15 IN TROUBLE. APPEARS MESSAGE INSTIGATED BY ANTRUNK/11 WHO IN PERIODIC CONTACT WITH A/13.
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